Design Studio I, II, III

Materials List

- architect triangular scale
- lead holder drafting pencil [for 4h large lead] [not mini lead]
- lead holder rotating lead sharpener
- 4h leads [2]
- black flair pen [1]
- large marker black [1]
- sketch roll 12" wide
- vellum 18x24 [3] sheets with pre-printed border
- pink pearl eraser [1]
- erasing shield [1]
- 30-60 triangle 4" small/ and one medium 8in. type
- t square 24" max length wood and plastic type
- template with architectural symbols
- template with circles med to large
- flex curve [1] 12"
- drafting tape [roll type 1/2"
- wood drafting board large enough to hold 18x24 velum sheet. Best to have
  drafting board with sliding mayline pararule board
- black foam core board [3] 20x30 sheets
- 3m spray ment glue [small can]
- black mat 20x30 with 1.5 in. border
- double stick tape
- white 2" loadable front binder
- baggie for sharpener storage [1]
- tool box
- envelope [1]
- exacto knife [small 60 degree point] 5 blades